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ON THE STABILITY OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDER QR FACTORIZATION

YunJung An*, SeYoung Oh** and SeiYoung Chung뎌서*

ABSTRACT. A new stability analysis of QR factorizations using the 
two types of Householder reflections is presented. It shows that the 
use of the common type(the first) in QR factorizations with pivoting 
for size by row and column exchanges leas to rowwise more stability, 
although the second type has been used in Householder transforma
tion for the better purpose. A row-oriented backward error bound for 
the second type Householder QR factorizations with column pivoting 
is drived.

1. Introduction
Since Householder transformation was introduced in 1932 by Turn

bull and Aitken, it has been proved that Householder transformation, 

one of orthogonal(unitary) transformations, dose not worsen the con- 

dition or stability of matrix and its related method. Also it has many 

other desirable error propagation properties. For these reason, it has 

become one of the popular orthogonal transformations and a stan

dard tool of numerical linear algebra. An important application of 

Householder reflectors is found in the implementation of the implicit 

QR algorithm for the solution of the Hessenberg eigenvalue problem 

[UM

Householder transformation has the canonical form

2
P = I---- vv* where v € Cn. (1.1)

v*v
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From computational viewpoint, Householder transformations are used 

to selectively zero out blocks of entries in vectors or in columns of 

matrices and are represented by the isometric mapping of a driving 

vector z into a stretching of a vector of the canonical basis

Pk^ = aek, | 이 = || 세,

where z E Cn and is A:th column of identity matrix in Cnxn. For 

this purpose, the transformation matrix I\ can be represented by

p _ f _ ( 之 一 (TCfc)( 之 一 CTCfc)* 

k 후(흐 _ 幻J

or

Pfc=I-m*, 으세저1/2, IM= 우 (1,3) 

depending on the computational advantage of accurate square roots. 

We define, here, a with its modulus and the hermiticity relation

行% = ±1% | || 께. (1.4)

As shown in section 2, we have two choices of cr to make Householder 

transformation from (1.4). Dubrulle provides an analysis in [3] that 

the one type of two choices of(T, which is known as unstable type, has 

better ability to propagate the information borne by its driving vector. 

Two types of Householder matrices are defined and some extendable 

known results are summarized in section 2.

In this paper, a new analysis of QR factorizations using the two 

types of Householder reflections Parllett defined is presented. It shows 

that the use of the common type(the first) in QR factorizations with 

pivoting for size by row and column exchanges leads to rowwise more 

stability, although the second type has been used in Householder 
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transformation for the better purpose. A row-oriented backward er

ror bound for the second type Householder QR factorizations with 

column pivoting is drived in section 3.

We developed the Matlab code for Householder transformation and 

QR factorization to test our error analysis for some examples. The 

computational results are shown in section 4.

2. Properties for two types of Householder Transformation
From the formula (1.4) we obtain two types of cr,

하 = ±厂^||끼I， 之化 斗 0

with the arbitrary choice a = ||히| when Zk = 0. In general, we 

have been to use the minus sign because of the stability of House

holder transformation, the formula (1.2). Parlett, however, showed 

that decision of stability of (1.2) is depending on the calculation of 

(cr — Zk) rather than the choice of sign. From the stable computation 

of ((7 — 之化), the two types can be stable in norm. We summarize the 

different roles of and ｛之$｝우구아c in the two types of transformations. 

And the properties that reflectors carry information of z.

In the case of a = —jf_l|히L from the formula (1.2) and (1.3), we 

obtain

끼 +

Here, vector 以 is composed of different element,

Zu I Zh \쓰(1 + L씌) 
I체1 IN ' (2.2.1)
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For the case of cr = 후[||끼L from the formula (1.2) and (1.3), and by 

the stable computation of a — = 배!禪부g■끄!- we have

X 十 L2%： I
Pk = 1 “P三三쁘fp(' - 때 )(" ’。어*= 1 - w*, (2.3)

(2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

The first type shows that is relatively more important than in 

the second type, specially for i k. From the propagating view of the 

information of vector z, Dubrulle [3] examined how well elementary 

reflectors carry information using the formulas (2.2) and (2.4).

Consider the reflector in form (1.3) defined by

Pk = I — l파' , Pk 之 =(丁匕k 7 I 히 = II 키L y = Pk ⑦ = ⑦i — (l흐 ⑦) 'ILi, 

for some nonzero arbitrary vector x. The following conditions for 

which the floating-point invariance of Xi,i k under occurs can 

be derived for the two types of elementary reflectors :

1낀 < _L A 斗』스d M

M ' v⑤ V H INI

I 之d /-I | I체 느 6 h시

I lb _ 가이I V H'而H 

애—奇1제 (2'5) 

—7= 쯔ill히I, (2.6)

where I•히니 으 c, Xi 0, i k. From the above inequalities, if 

\\zk\\ = ||히I， than ||之 — Zk6k\\ —> 0 and hence the formula (2.6) is 
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harder to satisfy then the formula (2.5). It means the second type is 

better at propagating the information contained in each Zi for i k.

3. Stability for two types of Householder QR factorization.
QR factorization provides a standard way to solve the least squares 

problem, and the QR factorization is perhaps most often computed 

using Householder transformation (as is done in LINPACK and LA

PACK, for example). This secition derives a row-oriented backward 

error bound for Householder QR factorization with column pivoting 

based of the description of two types in section 2. We examine the 

error bound of Householder QR factorization for the first type is still 

better than one for the second type although the second type is better 

in the propagation of information about z.

Let A = ⑷1)e Cmxn(m》z) and let a하 denote the jth column of 

』4(人) , the reduced matrix at the start of the kth stage of the reduction 

to trapezoidal form. Also we form the Householder matrix from the 

formula (1.1) and (1.2)

2
Pk = l — Wkv추 e C伍 = — (3.1)

where #(1 : fc — 1) = 0 and

vk(k : m) — a히(k : m) — (3.2)

where e± E」Rm—乃十1 is the first unit vector and

(fc)
흐k = 土 서써흐) ||(4fc)(fc : m)||2, 이丄⑶ 羊 0.

I I

The Householder matrix has the property that = Pkf

satisfies(z$서"1)(A: : m) = In QR factorization with column piv

oting, columns are exchanged at the start of the kth stage to ensure
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that

I 제 = Il4지(즈 : m)ll2 = max \\a^(k : m)||2, (3.3)
j 가: J

| 이기세》••느 |시.

To simplify the notation we assume, without loss of generality, that 

A is prepivoted, that is, that no column interchanges are required in 

order to satisfy (3.3). The error bound of QR factorization for the 

first type is well described in [2] although the analysis is not based on 

the in section 2 results. In the rest of section we examine the error 

bound for the second type which is not described in [2].

The following lemma will be used to analyze the error for the second 

type, i.e. ak = j쭚쀼;|| (平(k : m)||2.

Lemma 3.1. If a = j쓰⑶(스 : m)||2 and(서'1) = (주)
\akk^ 시1 어

then ⑴," = 사시 一(浮쓔 j 그 k where <g⑶ = 0]에〕하 satisfies

쌔 Iff,『시; (3.4)

IK 7(A： + 1 ： m)||2

Proof. By the formula (1.2) and (2.3),

= lh4*°(A： + l : m)|g

2 그 r | I 와 fc새비
|| a：M(fc:m)||2

= kfc||l4*”(fc + l ：m)||] 

I제+

Also, since |a| = || a^\k : m)||2 = max7》|| 仏수”伏 : m)||2, and 
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싸 = 0k*히 = /3ki)k(k : 771)*사씨(스 : m), (g' satisfies

사시1 으 1/시lh시|이|〈지(주 : m)||2 (3.6)

_ 이1소시(주 : m)ll2 _ 2|| a$)(k : m)||2

||%||2 『20|| qg)(fe+l：m)|g、己/2

I 시뉘

…(1+쐐)1'2( ☆•싸"시2)

I제 II (사\k 十 1 : m)||2

< 2 M；fe)(A：m)||2

" ||4切伏 + 1 :m)||2

□

The problem can occur whenever the leading column is such 

that ||a쎄 = ||<4지IL Hence |g시| 으 2|a^| can be large.

Theorem 3.2. Let R € Cmxn be the computed upper trapezoidal 

QR factor of A E Cmxn(m > n) obtained via the Householder QR 

Algorithm with column pivoting. Then there exists an orthogonal 

Q e Cmxrn such that

(A + AA)n = QR,

where II is a permutation matrix that describes the overall effect of 

the column interchanges and

|AA| 으 fmp2XerD, (3.7)

where A = (Ai A2 … Am)丁, 凡 = maxg igjl，e = (1 1---1)T, 

P = dWl2,22, and

Proof. From the proof of lemma 3.1 and (3.4), we have |伍 | 11시* | g이 | 示 

2p. Using standard error result,

a,+1)= (Pk + AFfc)a,)= Pkaf} + f하, (3.8) 
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where f히 = AJ가d에 Also, since g써’1)(1 : — 1) = &,)(1 : k — 1), 

fjk\l : fc - 1) = 0 and

\fjk}\ 으 씨 普| 十 〒rn—/c(| Ac| | 쎄* |djfc)|)| 베

으 씨 ,시| + 休m_fc|'시, (3.9)

where u is the unit roundoff. Let 凡 = max" 써) |, A = (Ai A# ••Am)丁. 

Then by |사시| 으 A and

KL 으 ‘
사; 十 | 아J 으 2사; i = k,

Ai i > k
> 丁 2A (3.10)

we obtain | | 示 ?i A + 2p〒m_k A = (u + p〒m—k) A. And by (3.5)

we have

lh시h 기l4지(fc +1 ： m)lb. (3.11)

Now from (3.9) using (3.11) and (3.2)

||/$)||2 , ||a,)(i :m)||2 , 으 >||2
lh시I2 ' u lh시I2 p m ' IHII2

< ________N________ _____________N________

' Il4fe)(k +1 ： m)||2 l\\a^\k + l : m)||2

으 up+ 7〒m-i = d슈m—i.

Also by error analysis for the QR factorization and (3.8)

= Pkd$+1} —Pkf하.

This is presented the following formula

41)= 乃자2)— P1/J1)= Pi(P2《3) — P2fJ2)) — Pif^

= … = P0 … 우저+1) — I\P2 … 우 ff----- Pif아.
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Since aj = d세 and

3
阿 = P1P2 … Pj — 乞 F1F2 … Piff (3.12)

2 = 1

Now, let yi = P1P2 • • • Pifg, i 으 j, then we have

Vi = (I — 0iUiu{)F2F3 ... Piff = P2P3 -. - Piff _ 0iViv{P2P3 ... Pifj 

i
= … =/f} —乞＞*뀨+0+2...匕今).

k=l

Writing zk = 0kvkvlPk—Pk十2 • • • Piff = 끅쁘P]…Pk十2 • • - Piff

11 f(j)11
and using (3.10), we have \z^\ 으 4A 心己스 k ⑤ i. Thus we conclude 

that

\Vi I 으 (以'十 P〒 m—i} 人 十 = if? f m—i人“

And from (3.12),

內 = 乃1乃2...匕호"十1)+ 凶,

where \hj\ 으 으 =1 if?‘〒이_小 = j2p2rmX. Also,

|AA| = |Q^ — #I| = [N 뷰이 … IM]

으 p2rmAeTD

□

We can rewrite (3.7) in the slightly weakened form 

max 
i PG, OIL

으 max

9 2 ~ 
n'p'TmOti 

POC. (3.13)
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Thus, the use of second type in QR factorizations may lead to insta

bility whenever the leading column a히 is such that ||c쎄 = ||a^||.

4. Numerical Examples and Experimental Results.
We implemented the Householder transformation and QR factor

ization with Matlab and ran them on the sun workstation to check 

the error for the both types described in the previous sections.

The following example [3], where the Householder vectors are com

puted with the Matlab function algorithm, illustrates conclusion of 

the section 2.

Example 4.1 Let 之 = [1 6r)2이丁, rj = 등, e = 10“8, x = 

[1 1 1]T, k = 1 Using the first type, the invariance criterion is sat

isfied for z > 1, and the information borne by z位 and 之3 is lost in the 

floating-point representation fl(y) = [—1 1 1]T of 이, while the invari

ance test for the second type is not satisfied, and the transformation 

preserves all subspace information fl(y) = [1 + 6 — 1.4 0.2]丁 This 

phenomenon shows that the second type is better at propagating the 

information contained in each Zi for i 羊 k.

But the following example shows that the use of the second type 

in QR factorization may lead to rowwise instability.

Example 4.2

/ 1 1 0 \

A—• 6r? 1 日 n-- €-10—8
A~\c1t1 1 1 ^”8’

\3r) t] -2t//

Testing with Matlab code, the rowwise error of Householder QR 

factorization was 9.2830 x 10”16 for the first type, but 4.7696 x 10”8 

for the second type.
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This example implies that the second type in QR factorizations may 

lead to rowwise instability, although the second type is propagating 

better information of z.

5. Conclusion.
The analysis of Householder transformations in section 2 reveals 

that the second type has a better ability to propagate the information 

borne by its driving vector. However, the use of the second type in 

QR factorizations with pivoting for size by row and column exchanges 

may lead to rowwise instability, although the Householder algorithm 

is stable. We suggest that the QR factorization should be used by 

the first type of transformation even though the second type has been 

used in the Householder transformation for the any purpose.
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